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Introduction
The following report is based on a survey conducted for Northumberland National Park Authority
between 16th May and 25th May 2017.

The survey was conducted independently by IIP North and delivered through an online survey
tool. The aim was to gain feedback from staff on the current values and defined culture.

The report presents the results of the survey in table form, graphical representation and the
verbatim comments from the relevant questions.

Further analysis and discussion is recommended to fully interpret the survey results.
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Q1 Current values

Our current values are: Respect for each other, Equality, Collaborative and supportive
working, Trust and Empowerment, Communicating and Acting, Strong, clear and
inspiring leadership.

Which do you think we should retain?

Yes,
fully

Yes,
partly

Slightly Not at all Don’t
know

Respect for each other 49
(88%)

5
(9%)

1
(2%)

0
(0%)

1
(2%)

Equality 47
(84%)

6
(11%)

3
(5%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

Collaborative and supportive working 47
(82%)

4
(7%)

6
(11%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

Trust and empowerment 42
(75%)

7
(13%)

5
(9%)

0
(0%)

2
(4%)

Communicating and acting 41
(71%)

4
(7%)

8
(14%)

2
(3%)

3
(5%)

Strong, clear and inspiring leadership 42
(71%)

7
(12%)

5
(8%)

2
(3%)

3
(5%)

Note: All percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Numbers of responses vary due to
some people not answering some questions.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Respect for each other

Equality

Collaborative and supportive working

Trust and empowerment

Communicating and acting

Strong, clear and inspiring leadership

Views on current values

Don’t know Not at all Slightly Yes, partly Yes, fully
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Question 2 Demonstrating values scoring

From your experience of working at NNPA, how well do you feel the organisation
demonstrates its current values as below:

Always Most of
the time

Some
of the
time

Rarely Never

Members 8
(15%)

25
(47%)

18
(34%)

1
(2%)

1
(2%)

Senior managers 7
(12%)

28
(48%)

20
(34%)

3
(5%)

0
(0%)

Other staff 8
(14%)

42
(71%)

9
(15%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

Your team 19
(32%)

31
(53%)

9
(15%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

Note: All percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Numbers of responses vary due to
some people not answering some questions.
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Members Senior managers Other staff Your team

Who demonstrates the values?

Always Most of the time Some of the time Rarely Never
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Question 3 Improving how values are demonstrated

Based on your answers to the previous question, how do you feel, we as the Authority
could improve on how we demonstrate our values?

I don't think we can improve, we do everything I can think of.

Improvement must be becoming a fine line as I perceive the values of the authority to be held in high

regard by staff and members.

More consistent challenge when the values of the Authority are not demonstrated, particularly among
members of the Authority.

A less hierarchical structure Appreciating people more and that most staff go the extra mile Review of role

of Leadership Team e.g. make it less 'behind closed doors' Accepting the complex world we live in with
increased external pressures and the effects this may have on staff at work

Authority Members should be accountable, in the same manner that staff are, if they do not demonstrate

the Authority's culture and values.

Be more open and honest, make sure staff feel valued and that members show staff more respect

Being more open/ communicating better with staff.

Better communication and openness. I also believe that there needs to be a greater degree of
appreciation demonstrated of peoples working under pressure to tight deadlines, as well as an

appreciation of achievements. Staff and member days are very useful and enjoyable but member

attendance is often very poor

Better internal communication - it's almost non-existent. People need to know more about what's going on

throughout the organisation, and can therefore work more collaboratively. Also people can be praised by

others, instead of their work going unnoticed.

Bi monthly staff newsletter

Communication could improve. Quite a lot of things you just find out by accident, quite often affecting

what you do.

consistency

Consistently apply them. Culture and values in action is very dependent on individuals and how they
behave (there are good and bad examples of people at all levels... hence difficult to answer Q2). There

are examples where certain individuals’ behaviour is consistently out of line with our culture and values

but nothing is (evidently or successfully) done to correct this. Collaboration is sometimes poor and it feels
like an internal (and inefficient) battle to get the job done when we should all be working in the same

direction.

Continue to embed the importance of values across the organisation, particularly as the organisation

grows

I have very little contact with the Authority members and therefore can't really comment on whether

members demonstrate our current values. The general internal communication has improved however

this needs further improvement as often members of staff find out about developments/changes either

through external channels or in informal conversations internally. Our culture and values say all the right
things however this needs to be demonstrated in practice and lower band members of staff need to feel
they have a voice without detrimental consequences.
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I feel all of the values are withheld across all departments/members. Occasionally there is

miscommunication between departments but that could be said within any organisation. Maybe, more
discussion and communication could help with any queries.

I feel that we could be better at supporting each other to work towards a common goal. Helping where we

can to remove barriers to success for others as well as ourselves.

It is crucial that the Authority continues to create and maintain an environment in which every employee
feels they can contribute and understands how their role contributes to the wider work of the Authority.

Key to this is trust and empowerment, where every individual is important and has the space to grow.

Whether times are tough or good, it is the collective spirit of the staff team as a whole which will drive

everyone to be the best they can but to do so in a way which is realistic. The recent focus on positive
mental wellbeing is excellent and this should continue and be firmly embedded within the Authority,
moving from a "no blame" culture to one which actively ends stigmatisation and supports the general

wellbeing of staff.

It is often the case that I don't feel like I get much support and inspiring leadership from my manager. If I
really need it then I feel I can go and ask, but due to the size of the team it is often not that easy due to

time pressures etc, perhaps it should be more openly available, or we should have another mechanism in
place such as middle managers or a supporting role within the team to acknowledge our staff and values

more.

Lead from the top. I have every confidence in my peers but evidential experience of noncompliance to
'strong leadership' and 'trust & empowerment' at senior level. Stronger respect for individual skills and
personal competencies throughout the organisation, demonstrated strongly from the top would give

confidence at operational level. Consistency and speed in decision making (again from the top in

particular) would also contribute to strong, confident delivery at officer level.

Leadership needs to be stronger and more outward looking. Work needs to be prioritised a lot more than

currently. On paper we have priorities, but we don't stick to them. We still have the tendency to grab at

any initiative or grant funding going even if it is not one of our priorities. Need more focus to be more

effective. Need to communicate internally a lot better than we do. Trust and empowerment needs
improving - staff need to be given more opportunities There needs to be a much better induction process
for new staff and refreshers for existing staff to educate them about the National Park (the place) and the

organisation and its culture and values. Need to be more outward looking and learn from other

organisations who do things better than us rather than making out we are the best all the time More

emphasis on developing staff and working effectively as teams. Better integration of teams Be more
ethical and environmentally conscious- walk the talk What about our values in terms of our 'customers'
e.g. local communities and visitors AND nature! Be more inspirational and be much more aspirational in

terms of what we can achieve for nature for the nation. Truly be a NATIONAL Park

Lower ranks feel excluded. Too many meetings and no feedback. No response to e-mails. Have to build
own moral.

More contact between staff and members. I'm not familiar with the members and not sure if they know

about the work I do.

more information on projects and why we are doing them.

Need to appreciate and value staff more - a lot of goodwill is involved with staff going the extra mile which
is sometimes taken for granted and thus becomes expected.

Openly challenge behaviour that breaches our culture and values particularly when this is done by senior

managers and/or members

Respect needs to be shown at all levels including from Members towards all staff.
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Senior management have historically used C&V as a stick to beat individuals lower in the org structure

than themselves. This obviously has to stop. I believe C&V was also never fully followed through into
procedures named in the policy (ie they don't exist). Any system which wilfully ignores the imbalance

between senior and junior members of staff at best fails, and at worst compounds the problem by
enabling senior staff to quash legitimate issues from junior staff.

Sometimes made to feel undervalued and taken for granted Manager not really 'people' person and

sometimes does not seem interested in team Sometimes seems as if others get 'preferential' treatment
therefore not really 'equality' Life outside work is getting more complex and difficult - need to be more

aware of this Mental health awareness - though had some 'training' not made much difference - e.g. still

lack of tolerance, understanding and remembering we are all human

Sometimes we may all say something without thinking and I would include myself in that bracket and we
all need to feel stronger to gently challenge those times

The appraisal system is hopeless, everyone in the authority had a different experience of it based on the

manager. This should be a key system to actually appraise staff in a clear and consistent manner. There
is little recognition for your work, were such a small organisation there often just one of us don't say job, in

an isolated manner, with no recognition that you've done a good job. Or internal communication is
lacking. We hardly have any. We need to adopt a modern system for communication like an intranet

where communication is less formal than email. That way staff would be much more up to date on the
organisation. Information doesn't get from leadership team to officers. It gets passed from heads to

managers but it good no further.

Time or lack of it to complete tasks tends to be a constraining factor. Lack of time can lead to stress and

hence influences whether the culture and values are partially or fully implemented.

We hold the values as a benchmark but we clearly don't always act upon them. This applies to staff,
members and volunteers (who are not mentioned in this survey). Whether this is because a) we don't

actually see them as important or whether b) we unintentionally don't adhere to them I am not clear,

which makes it hard to answer the question. If it is because of a then it is much harder to get people to

adhere to them as they clearly don't value them or potentially other colleagues. If its b) then I think a
reminder of what they are on a regular basis would be a start; whether this is literally having them
strategically pinned up around our buildings or not is up for debate, but the need to have them to the fore

and not let them slip off the radar is very important or there is no point in having them to start with.

We should challenge each other more when flippant things are said off the cuff. We all say things without
thinking sometimes and I would include myself in that.
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Question 4 NNPA’s Priorities

NNPA’s priorities are:

• Natural Environment

• The Sill

• An Authority fit for the future

What do you feel are the essential values for the Authority as it moves forward in delivering its
agreed priorities? (Use either the existing values or suggest new ones)

1. Suggested Values

All facets of the Sill to hold and replicate our
current values and culture

Collaborative and supportive working - acting with
integrity, being reliable and responsible

Openness & honesty All are essential.

Ambition collaboration

collaborative and supportive working Customer focus (outward looking)

Communicating Equality

Collaboration and supportive working -
understanding others needs

Communication both internally and externally

Sill HAS to be inclusive and not seen as a
separate entity with the Sill seen as the more
privileged place to be

Collaborative and supportive working, particularly for
The Sill as it involves everyone

Danger The Sill could become the 'icon of the
Park' to the detriment of other, less
'newsworthy' projects

I believe the Authority will hold onto its' values of taking
care of the environment whilst working with and being
respectful to each other and outside partners but also
has to make to Sill work in a monetary way.

Fair and equal great visitor experience

Innovation Respect
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Mutual respect Respect each other

Mutual respect and understanding Respect for each other

Natural Environment Trust and empowerment

Strong, clear and inspiring leadership Welcoming

Supporting flexible working What do we mean by values

Treating everyone with dignity and respect Value and stay true to the National Park statutory
purposes and have them at the forefront of everything
that we do.Trust & Empowerment
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2. Suggested Values

Embrace challenge based on sound evidence Involvement

Collaboration understanding of external agendas

Knowledge and information sharing - open
communication (both in the day to day job and
from a strategic leadership level

The Authority must take care to involve partners
and inform them of any upcoming changes which
would affect them.

Be open, honest and transparent equality

Strong Leadership Supportive working

Encourage access to the Park for all ages and
cultures

More sharing of roles and what we do - again,
less hierarchy

Collaboration (internally and externally) Honest and open organisation

Trustworthy Wellbeing for all

Adaptability

Honest, open communication & information
sharing

Collaborative and supportive working will be key
in making sure the Sill is a success

Give praise when it's due An Authority fit for the future

Understanding Strong and inspiring leadership

Collaborative and supportive working Understanding we are all individuals

Collaborative and supportive working Respect for all staff

Being open and transparent The customer always comes first

Open and honest communications Encouraging
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3. Suggested Values

Willingness to change Commercial business understanding

Authenticity respect

For all to demonstrate a "can do" attitude and not
to construct obstacles to achievement; actively
removing obstacles in a constructive way

Make sure we act on what we say we are going to
do - sometimes seems as if initiatives are only
tick-box exercises

inspiring leadership Equality

Willingness to embrace change and new ways of
working

A large and varied programme of events and
activities for all ages and cultures

Flexibility Supportive

Inspiring Natural environment

Passion Trust & empowerment

Flexibility and willingness to learn from each other Communicative culture across the entire Authority

The Sill Compassion

Encouraging constructive dialogue and discussion Northumberland National Park is an asset for
EVERYONE

Taking care of health and wellbeing Communicating and Acting

Better communications Ambition

Equality and Respect Nurturing
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4. Suggested Values

Investment in others - from staff development and
training to knowledge transfer to "customers" and
"stakeholders"/value learning, coaching and
mentoring one another

More tolerance from all sides as the world gets
increasingly complex and people have more
issues to deal with outside work as well as inside
work

Take risks Innovation

Fairness and equality open communication

Good communication Supportive environment

Access to all areas of the park, when possible for
all abilities

Trust - respect - empowerment (in one
appropriate sentence!)

More genuine recognition of achievements Drive for change

Fair Leading

Patience Equality

Both internally and externally conduct ourselves in
a respectful, inclusive, courteous, friendly, helpful
manner

Support & respect colleagues' individual expertise
& ways of working

Trust and empowerment Being inclusive and welcoming diversity

Innovation Communicating and Acting

Aware
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5. Suggested Values

Celebrate more what is achieved and less of
picking on times when things go wrong - we are
human and mistakes do happen

Celebrate success, support and learn from failure

Trust Customer focus

Strong, clear and inspiring leadership Respect

Looking to the future Equality

Trust and Empowerment Forgiveness

Be mindful of other people’s health and well being Supporting staff development, health and well-
being

Equality Strong leadership

Strong, clear and inspiring leadership Proactive
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Word Cloud created from all suggested values:
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Question 5. Our culture

Our values should determine the culture and behaviours in the organisation. Our current culture
is as follows:

• Open to and embraces change

• Actively supports personal and organisational learning and development;

• Values innovation and achievement over systems;

• Recognises and celebrates individual and team achievements;

• Learns from what we do within a “no blame” culture, with performance management and
review contributing positively to our learning;

• Has open and honest communications where information is freely shared, feedback given and
actions explained;

• Where non-adherence to our Culture and Values is challenged and inappropriate behaviours
are not tolerated.

Which do you think we should retain?

Yes,
fully

Yes,
partly

Slightly Not at
all

Don't
know

Open to and embraces change 36 5 1 0 0

Actively supports personal and
organisational learning and development

39 2 1 0 0

Values innovation and achievement over
systems

21 14 4 0 1

Recognises and celebrates individual and
team achievements

30 12 0 0 0

Learns from what we do within a “no
blame” culture, with performance
management and review contributing
positively to our learning

28 9 4 0 0

Has open and honest communications
where information is freely shared,
feedback given and actions explained

35 4 1 0 2

Where non-adherence to our Culture and
Values is challenged and inappropriate
behaviours are not tolerated

33 5 3 0 0
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Open to and embraces change

Actively supports personal and organisational learning and
development

Values innovation and achievement over systems

Recognises and celebrates individual and team achievements

Learns from what we do within a “no blame” culture, with
performance management and review contributing positively

to our learning

Has open and honest communications where information is
freely shared, feedback given and actions explained

Where non-adherence to our Culture and Values is
challenged and inappropriate behaviours are not tolerated

Cultural characteristics to retain

Don't know Not at all Slightly Yes, partly Yes, fully
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Question 6. Culture the Authority should adopt and display

Based on your answers to the previous question, what culture and behaviours do you
feel the Authority should adopt and display going forward?

Mindfulness and feedback analysis, "The breakfast of champions"

Again if we don't adhere to them cultures and behaviours we have set out now then going forward nothing
is going to change. We have a really good set of cultures and behaviours listed but I don't think that they

are all implemented. Having them on a page doesn't' mean they are enacted and I think we are in danger
in part of thinking that it does.

All

Better understanding of ours and others needs, including customer/client focus. We should seek to

achieve a balance and avoid being too inward looking, yet not solely client-led.

courtesy and appreciation are important, but feel this is still pretty good here.

Encouraging innovation, creating a supportive environment for people to achieve,

Happy with the existing but I do believe that good systems do have a place where they are proven to
work and help deliver efficiency, as proven by Henry Ford! We should endeavour to make informed

decisions and technology such as the CRM system should help us do that and staff must endeavour to
embrace new systems when they are proven and introduce.

I feel the current culture and behaviour work very well. As a person who has always worked in the private
sector I appreciate the values the Authority have in place and I think they are just right to take forward in

the future

I think an earlier question already provided my answers.

I think the things that are easy to remember are best. Like a "no blame" culture. So we all understand
what that means and can use it in discussions at the right time. Or "learning from mistakes" that is

another good one that we can all understand and remember.

It would be nice if we did meet all these but unfortunately I feel we do not in many cases.

More to promote wellbeing in the workplace

Open to and embrace change and honest communication

Openness to change will be very important but it will be also very important to not lose sight of the culture

and behaviours that we already display.

Our current culture and values detail all the right things, we need to ensure these are revisited from time
to time and members and staff ensure they are integral to our daily working ethos. There is a hierarchical
feel as well as what feels like a lack of understanding for certain roles within the organisation. However,

there is a will in certain areas to look to change this and challenge behaviours that are negative and

disrespectful.

Retain the previous ones

See Q3 answers. Plus demonstrating a high degree of professionalism and commitment inside and

outside the organisation. More emphasis on health and well being of workforce Operate with integrity
Zero tolerance of bullying management styles. Some Members need to be more professional and held to
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account when they are not. Inclusivity Be recognised for making sound decisions based on good

evidence, even when these are not popular with everyone. Be more of a champion for positive change in
the Natural Environment within the National Park. Be recognised and respected as such. Consider the

culture and values of people living and working in the National Park

Supporting staff development in an open and safe environment without fear of discrimination, harassment
or intimidation.

Supports & values innovation, creativity & achievement within established systems Learns from actions

via consistent evaluation & closed loop consultation Values qualitative evaluation as strongly as

quantitative evaluation (less bean counting-more smile counting!) Where non-adherence to C & Vs is

evident, considers reasons such as poor mental health as reason for this and supports individuals
appropriately Prioritises learning development, career development & health & wellbeing of employees

The aspirations mentioned in Q5. would be fantastic if we were actually achieving them. I personally feel
we fall short in most of those categories.

The Authority needs a more customer focused culture, where we design our services based on a better

understanding of our customers needs gained through intelligence and insight. A culture of managed risk
taking should be part of our Authority fit for the future, as should a focus on partnership working, with the

value of partnerships clearly stated and evaluated.

The themes I feel are important going forward (which I do not think are necessarily followed at the present
time) are: Learning and development Recognising and celebrating achievements Open and honest

communications Non-adherence challenged and inappropriate behaviour not tolerated

Unsure

Valuing partnership working, trusting staff, promoting positive mental health, pride in our work

With such an ambitious programme of work being undertaken by the Authority its important for the culture

of the organisation to be very supportive and recognise the level of effort involved in delivering the

programme, and not just in a target driven way.

You can't disagree with any of the statements in Q5. Just need to sum them up in fewer words.

"Innovation over systems/process" is fine but we really suffer from a lack of "discipline" in how any

processes and systems are applied which undermines the whole organisation. Proper performance
management can only come if there is a certain amount of consistency and discipline in management
processes, project management, and evidence gathering. Customers should expect a consistently high

experience which again requires some discipline in approach, etc.
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Question 7 Other comments

Do you have any other comments, which you would like to make in respect of the culture
and values of the Authority?

Again, they are great but not always adhered to. No systems in place to monitor adherence or remind

people to adhere to them-eg. no strong emphasis in appraisal.

As an indicator of how C&V is regarded by junior staff, when the email announcing the C&V review came

in, three different officers audibly groaned.

Do the right thing rather than focus on being seen to do the right thing. Members need to focus on the big
picture and not undermine Managers through too much operational interference, particularly when the Sill
is open

Don't spend too much time on the wording -the current words aren't too bad - put energy into the actions.

Lead from the top and by example. Don't be frightened of being stronger - you will be respected for it, if
fair!

Ensure that bullying in the workplace is not tolerated and that if it is repeatedly reported as being carried

out by a particular member of staff they should be disciplined appropriately even if that member of staff is
a senior manager.

Generally, I feel that this is a supportive organisation to work for, and its good to see a review of the

culture and values in light of the major changes that are taking place within the Authority.

Generally, NNPA is a great place to work with the majority of staff working in the same direction and with
high motivation and a great sense of team work. In times of high demand and need to fulfil a large

programme, we need to ensure communication channels are open between teams as well from top down.

I think that mostly the culture and values are recognised and followed by staff but there are occasions
when they appear not to be and that can have a big influence upon staff and teams at times. But on the

flip side there are many, many occasions where colleagues go above and beyond to help and it is a joy to
work with these people. I recognise that everyone works differently but sometimes I think it would be
useful for people to realise that their actions could be read very differently from one person to another.

Also, this form has not been the easiest to complete to be honest and took longer than 10 mins to try and

really ensure that answers were given in the comments boxes that might actually mean something and be

useful to you!

I think the core basis of the culture and values is there, but the language and tone needs adjusting -

whether to be expressed slightly differently or to mirror the tone of our branding and communications so
that our internal behaviours and actions match outward projection.

I think we could have a simpler set of culture and values statements, summing up the existing but also

adding a more external and specifically customer focus. Importantly we then need to apply them and be
seen to be applying them.

It would be good if what is agreed is acted upon with Culture & Values. Staff need to have confidence in

management and each other and see that fairness abounds e.g. be able to say when things are getting

tough or difficult without fear of retribution.

Less meetings, more social events, More praise, more encouragement. Less short term staff which

results in intense training and then brain drain when the move on. Use trial periods to assess new staff
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and don't be afraid to let them go if unsuitable. Be prepared to give better contract if they prove their

worth.

Members need to lead by example and when they do not comply with the authority's values they should
be challenged.

The core culture and values are in place, however, there is a need to present them in the current context

in which the Authority is operating, with a view to the culture and values working for externally as well as
internally.

The culture and values here are more humane than any I have experienced elsewhere. It is a great place

to work and a great organisation to work for.

This questionnaire is a bit strange in that you are asking us "which of these good-intentioned sentences

should we keep" - it is a loaded question and surely nobody would disagree with some of them. Whether

they are currently being well done is another matter. The questions asked are similar to the Brexit talk of
"the best possible deal". Who would not agree with the best possible deal? :)


